Abstract--This paper presents a theoretical and experimental study of a new technique for pilot differential protection of transmission lines. The difference currents obtained from post-and pre-fault line currents, adjusted by calculated charging currents, are used to minimize the desensitizing effect of load and line charging currents. The experimental results are from a laboratory 16-bit microcomputer-based relay that was developed to test some of the features of this new approach. Off-line test results for various types of faults on a lumped parameter long transmission line model and real-time test results for a short transmission line model are presented.
INTRODUCTION
The need for sensitive and selective protection schemes grows in importance as modern power systems increase in size and complexity. A protection scheme should provide a high margin of discrimination between external and internal fault conditions. Pilot differential relaying can provide such margins for the protection of transmission lines. Some of the advantages of pilot differential relaying are [1] :
--sharply defined tripping zone covering the entire line length --accommodation of high fault resistances --immunity to power swings and emergency loads.
On the other hand, the general limitations of pilot differential relaying are [1] :
--the desensitizing effect of the capacitive charging currents --the associated minimum required fault infeed levels --the need for and degradation of the pilot signal.
Some new types of pilot differential relays have been reported in the past few years. A current-differential pilot relay, based on the principle of percentage differential protection, was developed by Kitagawa et al. [2] . Standard percentage differential relaying, however, is predicated on the condition that the terminal currents at the two ends of a line are in-phase. But, for a transmission line the phase-comparison angles at the two ends are typically in the range of 300-50 ° [1] , with a corresponding effect on the minimum permissible fault setting. Akimoto et al. [3] have reported a current differential carrier relay (CDCR) which uses a circuit for compensating the erroneous differential current produced by the line charging currents. The operation of this relay, however, is also based on the principle of differential relaying. A "sliced-level" phase-comparison relay has been developed by Okamura et al. [4] . The sensitivity of this relay is affected by both load and line charging currents. For instance, for a solid line-to-line internal fault, the "L sliced-level" must be set larger than one-half the load current, while the "H sliced level" must exceed the sum of "L sliced level" and the charging current in the protected line.
The pilot differential relaying approach presented in this paper compensates the effect of phase-shifts due to line charging currents. Also, the relaying is based on the difference of post-and pre-fault currents to minimize the effect of loads on relay sensitivity. The theory of relay operation and its laboratory test results are presented. 
The operating principle of the relay can be explained using superposition. For the prefault network considered in Fig. l(a) , the postfault representation, based on the equivalent-n model, is shown in Fig. 1 (b) . The currents flowing in the postfault network can be considered as composed of two components; a prefault component and a fault contributing or A-component. The postfault network can therefore be represented by two networks; one that carries the prefault currents as shown in Fig. l(a) , and the other which carries the fault contributing or A-currents as shown in Fig. l(c) . The network of Fig. l(c) will be referred to as the "delta network". The fictitious voltage source shown in Fig. l(c) is equal in magnitude but opposite in phase to the prefault voltage at the fault point. The protection of a transmission line, based on A-currents, is equivalent to protecting a corresponding "delta network".
During normal operation of the transmission line or when an external fault is present,
Forming A-currents, that is, the difference currents obtained by subtracting prefault values from suspected postfault values, eqn (6) can be written for external faults as: 
A differential relay based on delta currents would therefore theoretically require no threshold or restraint to mask the line charging currents.
There would be no discrepancy between the actual value of the charging current flowing through the line and that which is computed using the equivalent-n model so long as the system is operating normally or there is an external fault present. For an internal fault, however, the computed value of the charging current is not the same as the actual charging current, which is proportional to the voltage profile along the line. For normal operation or for an external fault, there is only one voltage profile along the entire length of line, but for an internal fault it will have two slopes. The detailed analysis for an internal fault is presented in Appendix 1. It is shown that for an internal fault:
where AI~.~ = Calculated value of sending-end delta current, adjusted for charging currents, AI~.I = Calculated value of receiving-end delta current, adjusted for charging currents, 13 = Apparent fault current.
RELAY TRIPPING CRITERIA
The relay tripping criterion is based on a comparison of the two delta current phasors, AI~ and AI~R in accordance with eqns (7), (12) and (13). During normal system operation both delta current phasors are zero; their sum is zero during an external fault and has a value equal to the apparent fault current for an internal fault. In practice, the delta current phasors for normal operation or for an external fault will have small non-zero values due to factors such as A/D conversion, rounding and truncation etc. Therefore, a threshold is introduced in the relay operating characteristics. The value of this threshold is established primarily on the basis of computational inaccuracies. Also, the effect of mutual coupling is considered to avoid tripping of a healthy phase on an internal single line-to-ground fault. The operation of the relay based on the calculated values of delta current phasors requires transmission of complete information about these delta current phasors. To minimize the required amount of information transmitted between line terminals, another tripping criterion, which requires transmission of angle information only, is described as follows:
Consider the case for an internal fault. As the concept of delta currents is based on the principle of superposition, the apparent fault current I~F in eqn (13) can be interpreted as a fictitious current source resulting from an internal fault; and -AIs ~ and -AI~R are two delta currents flowing out of this fictitious source, as shown in Fig. 2 . The equivalent impedance on each side of the fictitious current source includes the transmission line as well as the source impedance and is therefore mostly inductive. As a result, the two current phasors AIs ~ and AI~ cannot be more than 90 ° out of phase. In practice, the two current phasore, for an internal fault, will have a phase difference much smaller than 90 °, as the equivalent impedance angles on both sides of the fictitious current source will be almost similar. For an external fault, however, the two delta current phasors are 180 ° out of phase, as indicated by eqn (7). There exists a large buffer zone, unaffected by prefault load and line charging currents, when angle information of the two delta current phasors is used to discriminate between internal and external faults.
ERROR ANALYSIS
The error in computed fault current due to miscalculation of actual charging currents was investigated using computer simulation of a 500 kV transmission line. The error increases as the fault location moves away from either end of the line, having a maximum value at the middle of the line. The simulation results have confirmed that the error is indeed small. For example, a single line-to-ground fault with a fault resistance of 3.0 p.u. applied in the middle of 200 mile long 500 kV transmission line resulted in the apparent fault current error of about 2% of the actual fault current. Moreover, it was observed that the magnitude of apparent fault current is larger compared to the actual fault current. The presence of error term in apparent fault current therefore does not practically affect the performance of this relay. 
RELAYING ALGORITHM
The current and voltage signals from the two ends of the line are filtered in the input stage, sampled at a rate of 12 samples/cycle, and converted to digital form. The inphase and quadrature parts of the fundamental components are computed using the crosscorrelation technique [5] . Assuming the input signal X(t) to be periodic, the inphase and quadrature parts, Xa and Xq, respectively, of the fundamental component can be computed digitally by cross-correlating it with standard reference sinusoidal signals as:
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where N is the number of samples per cycle and Xk is the Kth sample of X(t) within a fundamental cycle. The choice of data-window is a trade-off between relay speed and the effective accuracy of the computed quantities used for trip/no-trip decision making. In general, data-windows of one-fourth of a cycle to one cycle of the fundamental frequency have been considered for computer relaying of transmission lines. Using a data-window of half a cycle, the inphase and the quadrature parts of the fundamental components of the current and voltage signals are regularly computed at each end of the transmission line after every six samples. Using the computed values of the voltages, the charging currents are determined.
The resultant values of currents at the two ends are determined by subtracting the calculated charging currents from the computed line currents. The prefault values (i.e. values obtained for previous data-window) of the inphase and the quadrature components are subtracted from the corresponding postfault values (i.e. the most recently computed values) to determine the inphase and the quadrature components of the delta currents. A comparison of these delta currents will indicate the presence of a fault in accordance with either of the above mentioned tripping criteria. A control signal is initiated by the microcomputer to clear the fault by switching-off the triacs.
The threshold levels in the operating characteristics of the relay are introduced to take into account the computational inaccuracy of the microcomputer which uses integer arithmetic. This threshold corresponds to 0.75% of the full scale range of A/D converter. For the following experimental studies, the full scale range of the A/D converter corresponds to twice the rated secondary current of the current transformers.
OFF-LINE TEST RESULTS
The voltage and current signals from a 200 mile long transmission line model are filtered, sampled, converted to digital form and stored in the memory of the microcomputer-based relay. The data stored in the memory is then transferred to a floppy disk. This procedure was repeated a number of times for various types of faults with different fault resistances. Using this data the inphase and the quadrature parts of the resultant delta currents were determined, as explained in the previous section. The relay detected all internal faults with a fault resistance of up to 5.6 p.u. within half a cycle. Some of the resultant delta current phasors, plotted on the AI~, AIq ~ complex plane, are shown in Fig. 4 for various types of faults. It is observed that for the external faults the resultant delta currents are about 180 ° out of phase, whereas their phase difference is much less than 90 ° for the internal faults. The presence of a large buffer zone was confirmed by these experiments. Also, during normal operating conditions, the delta currents remained well within the threshold limits. 
REAL-TIME TEST RESULTS
The real-time test results were performed for short lines where the effect of charging currents may be neglected. For these lines, the protection can be based upon the delta currents as computed from measured line currents. The protection criteria, however, remain the same as for long transmission lines. This simplification was adopted to test the relaying tripping criteria in real-time, since computation of charging currents as well as line currents could not be performed in real-time by one microcomputer for both ends of the line. The delta currents obtained for the short transmission line are plotted in Fig. 5 , which shows calculated results at each sampling point. For an external fault, the delta currents are in the opposite quadrants; while they are in the same quadrant for an internal fault. Although a data-window of six samples is used for a trip/no-trip decision, it can be seen from this figure that the internal fault could have been detected at third post-fault sample if a smaller data-window was used or the tripping decision was based on individual sampling points. The waveforms of the current signals are shown in Fig. 6 . The rising edge of the signal below these waveforms indicates the initiation of a fault, while the falling edge indicates that the fault has been detected and the signal has been issued to switch-off the triacs. Table 1 summarizes some of the experimental cases studied. The fault type, its location on the transmission line, the fault resistance and the tripping time are indicated.
CONCLUSIONS
A new approach for a sensitive and selective protection of transmission lines is presented. The desensitizing effects of load and line charging currents have been minimized. The angle information of resultant delta current phasors is used to determine if the fault is inside or outside the protected zone. Laboratory testing of the proposed scheme has been described. Off-line test results for a long transmission line model and real-time test results for a short transmission line model are presented. The laboratory test results have confirmed the presence of a large buffer zone in the operating characteristics of the relay. This zone, unaffected by load and line charging currents, provides an improved discrimination between internal and external faults. This relaying approach can also be very useful for undergound cables where significant amount of charging currents are present. APPENDIX 1 For the analysis of an internal fault, consider that a fault occurs at a distance/1 from the sending-end. Let the actual value of the fault current be IF~t. Then: 
